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International law firm BCLP continues to grow and strengthen its Corporate and M&A Practice with

the addition of experienced attorney and notary Dr. iur. h.c. Christine Koziczinski, LL.M. (Florence).

She will join the firm Jan. 1, 2021, as of counsel in the Frankfurt office. Koziczinski comes from

HauckSchuchardt, where she was a partner.

Koziczinski is a renowned corporate and M&A lawyer with more than 30 years of professional

experience. In 2016, she was appointed as notary in Frankfurt. For 20 years, she was partner in a

“magic circle” firm before she established a successful notarial and corporate practice in the real

estate and tax boutique firm HauckSchuchardt.

Koziczinski advises clients on all aspects of corporate and real estate law including the

establishment of joint ventures, cross-border M&A transactions and restructurings in a variety of

sectors. Her thriving notarial practice focuses on real estate and M&A transactions as well as

corporate services for industrial and real estate investors.

A leading lawyer in Germany for corporate law, Koziczinski is listed in this field in the “Best Lawyers

in Germany” list by Handelsblatt and Best Lawyers. She holds a LL.M. degree from the European

University Institute in Florence, as well as an honorary degree (Dr. iur. h.c.) from EBS Universität für

Wirtschaft und Recht in Wiesbaden, one of the leading private universities in Germany. At EBS Law

School, she is chair of the Advisory Board and lecturer for the Master of Global Business Law

Program.

“We are pleased that Christine Koziczinski is joining our firm. Her extensive experience in M&A and

corporate law is a very welcome addition to our Corporate and M&A Practice, which has become

increasingly important in recent years. Especially at the interface to real estate law and as a notary,

Christine is an asset for our firm,” BCLP Managing Partner in Germany Roland Fabian said. “We are

thus strengthening our already highly successful notarial practice led by Tina Siebenhaar in

Frankfurt. With the appointment of Albrecht von Breitenbuch as notary early this year, in addition to

Hanns-William Mülsch, Norbert Impelmann and Carsten A. Bremer, we now have six notaries in our

offices in Berlin and Frankfurt.”
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professional rules of certain jurisdictions. For advertising purposes, St. Louis, Missouri, is designated BCLP’s

principal office and Kathrine Dixon (kathrine.dixon@bclplaw.com) as the responsible attorney.


